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A radical reexamination of Western history that suggests the descendants of
Moses were the architects of the rise of the Roman Church and the ancestors of
European aristocracy • Answers the inexplicable disappearance of all mention of
Moses’s descendants from the Bible • Reveals the key role played by Josephus
Flavius in shaping early Christianity • Explains the connection of this secret
priesthood to modern secret societies like the Freemasons After the book of
Exodus, Moses’s two sons and numerous descendants all vanish from the Bible.
Flavio Barbiero’s investigation of this strange absence and his study of the
centuries-long power struggle between the priestly families fighting for control of
the Temple of Jerusalem starts with the rebellion against Rome--and the
emergence of Josephus Flavius, one of Moses’s descendants, on the world
stage. In AD 70 when the Temple in Jerusalem was destroyed by Titus Flavius
and thousands of Jewish priests were exterminated, Josephus, now bearing his
sponsor’s last name, followed Titus Flavius to Rome with at least 250 relatives
and friends. Here they were made Roman citizens but then subsequently
disappeared from recorded history. Barbiero’s careful study of early Christianity
shows, however, that these surviving members of Moses’s high-priest lineage
succeeded in taking control of the nascent Roman Church and masterminded its
extraordinary success. Using a wide range of evidence drawn from fields as
disparate as archaeology, heraldry, and genetics, Barbiero shows how these
descendants of Moses used the cult of Mithras to eventually seize control of the
secular Roman authority as well. He then follows, step by step, the spread of the
members of this secret priestly elite into what was to become the aristocracy of
medieval Europe and how their influence continues to be felt in modern secret
societies like Freemasonry.
A deep dive into the origins, history, members, and workings of the Illuminati from
a well-known and respected expert. Chilling initiations. Big banks and money
manipulations. Possible links to the Rockefellers, Rothschilds, Adamses, and
Bushes. Reviewing the evidence, documents, and connections, The Illuminati:
The Secret Society That Hijacked the World by award-winning journalist and
author Jim Marrs shines a light on the history, workings, continuing influence, and
pernicious and hidden power of this secret order. Surveying experts—from those
who dismiss the Illuminati as a short-lived group of little consequence to skeptics
who dare question the government's accounts and pronouncements—Marrs cuts
through the wild speculation and the attempts to silence critical thinkers to tell the
true story of this secret cabal. He investigates their origin as “The Ancient and
Illuminated Seers of Bavaria,” the depiction on the United States one-dollar bill of
an all-seeing eye and pyramid on the reverse of the Great Seal of the United
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States, the Protocols—or procedures—for usurping national governments and
gaining world domination, the symbolism found in today's international corporate
logos, Knights Templar, assassins, Skull and Bones, whistle blowers, the
revolutions in France, Russia, and America, and much, much more. Wealth,
power, and intrigue come together in this in-depth exposé on the Illuminati, their
history, connections to powerful people, and their place in modern America.
• Details the rise and fall of this famous and infamous Order, including its
penetration of Bavarian society and its destruction by the Bavarian government •
Explains the Bavarian Illuminati’s grades, rituals, ceremonies, and fundamental
philosophies and examines the leaders of the Order • Contains the only surviving
record of documents that were destroyed during the two World Wars The most
celebrated secret society in the world, the original Order of the Illuminati was
founded by Bavarian professor Adam Weishaupt in 1776. Although the Order
was banned and brought down by the Bavarian Elector when he became aware
of the extent to which it had infiltrated the courts, schools, and his own
administration. Charting the rise and fall of this infamous Order, this book first
published in French in 1915 and never before available in English remains the
definitive history of the order of the Bavarian Illuminati and their founder, Adam
Weishaupt. Many of the documents the author consulted for the writing of this
book were destroyed during the two World Wars, making this book the only
surviving record of many of the order’s secrets. It is also significant for its history
of contemporary Masonic Orders such as the Templar Strict Observance and
Von Hund’s Templar Freemasonry. The author explains the Bavarian Illuminati’s
grades, rituals, and ceremonies as well as its fundamental philosophies. He
examines the leaders of the Order, including Weishaupt, Baron Knigge, and
Xavier von Zwack. He reveals how Weishaupt early on decided to subvert the
existing German Freemason Lodge as a shortcut to gain esoteric hegemony over
the occult world, all in order to extend Illuminati influence into the society at large
and the government. The author also provides extensive detail of the Order’s
eventual destruction by the Bavarian government. In addition to its revelation of
little known secrets of the Illuminati Order, the author also sheds new light on
much of the occult life of this time, including the activities of figures such as
Cagliostro and Mirabeau and other active groups such as Freemason chapters,
the Rosicrucians, and the Martinists.
What did Mozart and Bach, Oscar Wilde and Anthony Trollope, George
Washington and Frederick the Great, Winston Churchill and Franklin D.
Roosevelt have in common? They were all Freemasons, a subject of endless
fascination. To the layman, they are a mysterious brotherhood of profound if
uncertain influence, a secret society purported in some popular histories to have
its roots in the fabled order of the Knights Templar, or in the mysteries of the
Egyptian pyramids. They evoke fears of world domination by a select few who
enjoy privileged access to wealth and the levers of power. The secrecy of their
rites suggests the taint of sacrilege, and their hidden loyalties are sometimes
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accused of undermining the workings of justice and the integrity of nations.
Though not a mason himself, Jasper Ridley nonetheless refutes many of the
outrageous allegations made against Freemasonry, while at the same time
acknowledging the masons’ shortcomings: their clannishness, misogyny,
obsession with secrecy, and devotion to arcane ritual. In this much-needed
reassessment, he offers a substantial work of history that sifts the truth from the
myth as it traces Freemasonry from its origins to the present day.
Provides an in-depth history of freemasonry, exploring the inner workings of the
powerful secret society, refuting many of the myths about the order, and
shedding new light on the contributions of the freemasons to world history.
Some call them Evil...Devil-Worshippers...or a even a Secret Society Hell-Bent
On World Domination! But what's the truth behind the mysterious symbols used
by Freemasons, the Rosicrucians, the Alchemists...and even the Mormons to
hide their secrets? In this trailblazing look at the most recognizable symbols of
Freemasonry, author Michael W. Witcoff will take you on a journey across
time...across cultures...and across mysterious schools of "secret wisdom" from all
around the world to see what they all have in common... Where they came from...
And how the spiritual treasures they conceal can uplift the state not only of
mankind-but of the world as a whole. When you get your hands on your copy of
The Secret World Of Freemasonry, you're going to discover... *The symbolism
used by the world's first religions...and how their knowledge is STILL being
passed down today *The Ultimate Goal of the Ancient Alchemists...and proof that
they were using the "Square and Compass" at least a century before the
Freemasons! *Why the arrangement of planets in the Heavens is crucial to
understanding Freemasonry's most well-known symbols *What the Kabbalah and
Rosicrucians really teach...and how their imagery can unlock the secrets of the
Universe! *Why the Church Of Latter-Day Saints uses Masonic imagery
everywhere from their original Temple Garments to their modern-day artwork and
architecture *The importance of the Trinity in various religions since the dawn of
time...and how the enigma of the Triangle hold the Key to the Mysteries as a
whole! *The hidden meaning of the Philosopher's Stone...and how its secrets
reveal the truth about turning your "material lead" into "spiritual Gold!" ...and
that's just a tiny taste of what you'll discover when you pick up your copy of The
Secret World Of Freemasonry today. Simply click "Buy Now" for access to worldshaking secrets that have been misunderstood and misinterpreted for far too
long, FINALLY explained to correct errors in thinking...reveal Truth and
knowledge...and take the next step on your journey to Light. I guarantee that by
the time you're done reading this book, you'll have deeper appreciation,
understanding, and insight--even into rituals you may have already seen
hundreds of times! Armed with the knowledge you'll gain from this book, you'll
find fresh, new, and exciting secrets to dive into... To explore... And to finally
unlock the puzzles of the Universe that have engaged the minds of curious men
and women since the dawn of humanity's existence on Earth. Thanks for
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reading...and I'm excited to hear about how this next step in your journey has
enriched your life! Michael W. Witcoff
Want to learn the secrets of secret societies? Have you or a family member been
trapped in a secret society? Are secret societies really dangerous or just a group
of like-minded people trying to accomplish something important for the
betterment of the world? In this book, Notorious Secret Societies, you'll
everything you want and need to know! Things aren't always what they seem to
be. Looks can be deceiving and just because you don't see something doesn't
mean it doesn't exist. Take for example the air we breathe. If seeing is believing,
then it means oxygen, as we know it, doesn't exist. But it does exist and the fact
that we're alive is living proof of such. Or how about carbon monoxide? It's not
something that we can see but many people all over the world are killed by it.
Because they don't see it, they unknowingly breathe it and fall victim to its
poisonous power. Secrecy can be a lethal weapon! And so it is with The Worlds'
Most Notorious Secret Societies. Their power and ability to do what they want is
highly contingent on being able to keep their supposed secret agendas secret.
The day they're purported sinister agendas get exposed is the day they fail to
achieve their grand agendas. That's why more than ever, it's important to know
who these secret societies are and the reason why they're very controversial. In
this book, you'll discover secrets from some of the world's most notorious secret
societies. The Free and Accepted Masons (Freemasons) The Order of the
Illuminati, The Knights Templar The Bilderberg Group The Order of the Skulls
and Bones The Society of Jesus (Jesuits) The Church of Scientology
Can the ancestry of freemasonry really be traced back to the Knights Templar? Is
the image of the eye in a triangle on the back of the dollar bill one of its cryptic
signs? Is there a conspiracy that stretches through centuries and generations to
align this shadow organization and its secret rituals to world governments and
religions? Myths persist and abound about the freemasons, Margaret C. Jacob
notes. But what are their origins? How has an early modern organization of
bricklayers and stonemasons aroused so much public interest? In The Origins of
Freemasonry, Jacob throws back the veil from a secret society that turns out not
to have been very secret at all. What factors contributed to the extraordinarily
rapid spread of freemasonry over the course of the eighteenth century, and why
were so many of the era's most influential figures drawn to it? Using material from
the archives of leading masonic libraries in Europe, Jacob examines masonic
almanacs and pocket diaries to get closer to what living as a freemason might
have meant on a daily basis. She explores the persistent connections between
masons and nascent democratic movements, as each lodge set up a polity
where an individual's standing was meant to be based on merit, rather than on
birth or wealth, and she demonstrates, beyond any doubt, how active a role
women played in the masonic movement.
This set comprises a comprehensive selection of colonial Western scholarly texts on Chinese
secret societies from the early nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth century. It includes a
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selection of important papers on Chinese secret societies by a variety of scholars,
missionaries, and colonial officials.
An expose of the dark and critical role secret societies play within the ruling families in America
and their influence on American democracy, current events, and world history. • Reveals the
enormous influence secret societies still have on contemporary American life. • Shows how the
secret Masonic cells that smuggled in the democratic ideals inspiring the American Revolution
also enabled the future elite of the new society to build huge fortunes. Elite and secret
societies have always been a major force in the history of Western civilization. The alliances
formed in secret societies such as the Knights Templar, the Knights of Christ, and the
Freemasons transcended patriotism and religious beliefs and had a powerful influence on the
establishment of the United States of America. While these secret associations of merchants,
smugglers, occultists, gamblers, spies, and slavers succeeded in freeing the United States
from foreign domination, the dark side is that the elite used their secret connections to further
their own wealth and power. These secret cells did not hesitate to sponsor the assassination of
a president and even attempted to break up the union on several occasions when it was
deemed expedient. From the Sons of Liberty and the Essex Junto to the Ku Klux Klan, secret
societies have played critical roles in building the fortunes of America's elite. Now Steven Sora
reveals in alarming detail how secretive societies continue to wield power even today as
organizations such as Yale's Skull & Bones unite America's modern ruling families as strongly
as Masonic Lodges once connected the Astors, Livingstons, and Roosevelts. Their immense
power and wealth allow this elite to control America to an even greater degree than the
Templars once dominated Europe.
Take the mystery out of the Freemasons Fascinated by Freemasons? Freemasons For
Dummies is theinternationally bestselling introduction to the Masons, the oldestand largest
"secret society" in the world. This balanced,eye-opening guide demystifies Freemasonry,
explaining everythingfrom its elaborate rituals and cryptic rites, to its curioussymbols and their
meanings. With new and improved content, including updated examples andreferences
throughout, this new edition of Freemasons ForDummies provides the most straightforward,
non-intimidatingguide to the subject on the market. Updated expert coverage of the basic
beliefs and philosophybehind Freemasonry Revised information on the history of the society,
includingupdates concerning its founding, famous historical members, andpivotal events New
coverage devoted to the recent influx of youngermembership The latest and ongoing
controversies and myths surroundingFreemasonry The role of women in a Masonic
organization, includingopportunities for women to participate in Freemasonry The effects
cultural and political changes and worldwide eventsare having on the organization If you're
intrigued by the mystery that surrounds the Masons,get ready to learn the facts about this
ancient order inFreemasons For Dummies.
Jeffers delves into Masonic history to reveal the surprising and controversial truths behind this
ancient and secretive order, from its mystery-shrouded origins in medieval Europe through its
rise in America, where Benjamin Franklin founded the first lodge.
This book is an invitation to the secret world behind the veil of daily events. In its pages you will
meet the legendary Cagliostro and the Comte de Saint-Germain as they travel through the
royal courts and Masonic lodges of eighteenth-century Europe, fomenting Revolution and
working to overturn the social order of their day. Alchemists, magicians, Illuminati adepts,
mystics, and Freemasons joined forces with politicians, journalists, scientists, writers,
philosophers and libertines in a movement that forever altered the cultural landscape of
Western civilization. Inaugurating two centuries of revolution and upheaval, the French
Revolution of 1789 put an end to the concept of the divine right of kings, led to the formal
separation of church and state, destroyed the remnants of medieval feudalism, and heralded
the values of the Enlightenment as the triumphant banner under which the modern world would
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be born. Yet it was accompanied by a level of violence whose ferocity spoke more of an
exorcism than a political restructuring. What lessons does the Revolution hold for us today? Do
the forces of secret societies and silent conspiracies continue to influence the world? Historian
Una Birch's classic account was originally published in 1911. Her proximity to and sympathy
with the events offer a unique perspective. Secret society expert James Wasserman has made
this work accessible to the modern reader with extensive annotations, a history of the
Revolution, an introduction that places the Illuminati in context, and biographical sketches of
the main participants. Book jacket.
An exploration of Freemasonry and its history, philosophy, symbols and practices.
'Convincingly researched and thoroughly entertaining' - Wall Street Journal THE TIMES BEST
BOOKS OF 2020 'This book shows that, despite rumours of demon dwarfs, piano-playing
crocodiles and world domination, the real story of the Freemasons is one of male eccentricity.'
'The Craft is a superb book that often reads like an adventure novel. It's informative,
fascinating and often very funny. The depth of research is awe-inspiring, but what really makes
this book is the author's visceral understanding of what constitutes a good story.' - The Times
Book of the Week '[John Dickie] takes on this sensational subject with a wry turn of phrase and
the cool judgment of a fine historian... I enjoyed this book enormously. Dickie's gaze is both
wide and penetrating. He makes a persuasive case for masonry's historic importance.' Dominic Sandbrook, Sunday Times 'The Craft is a shadow history of modernity. Though more
sober than most lodge meetings, it is, like its subject, ingenious and frequently bizarre... The
Craft is well-crafted and sensible, making good use of English archives which have only
recently been opened.' - Spectator *** Insiders call it 'the Craft'. To the rest of us, Freemasonry
is mysterious and suspect. Yet its story is peopled by some of the most distinguished men of
the last three centuries: Winston Churchill and Walt Disney; Wolfgang Mozart and Shaquille
O'Neal; Benjamin Franklin and Buzz Aldrin; Rudyard Kipling and 'Buffalo Bill' Cody; Duke
Ellington and the Duke of Wellington. Founded in London in 1717 as a set of character-forming
ideals and a way of binding men in fellowship, Freemasonry proved so addictive that within two
decades it had spread across the globe. Masonic influence became pervasive. Under George
Washington, the Craft became a creed for the new American nation. Masonic networks held
the British empire together. Under Napoleon, the Craft became a tool of authoritarianism and
then a cover for revolutionary conspiracy. Both the Mormon Church and the Sicilian mafia owe
their origins to Freemasonry. The Masons were as feared as they were influential. In the eyes
of the Catholic Church, Freemasonry has always been a den of devil-worshippers. For Hitler,
Mussolini and Franco the Lodges spread the diseases of pacifism, socialism and Jewish
influence, so had to be crushed. Professor Dickie's The Craft is a surprising and enthralling
exploration of a movement that not only helped to forge modern society, but still has
substantial contemporary influence. With 400,000 members in Britain, over a million in the
USA, and around six million across the world, understanding the role of Freemasonry is as
important now as it has ever been.
Secret Societies lifts the lid on some of the most notorious and clandestine organisations in the
world. From frat boy handshakes to the 47th level of Freemasonry, this entertaining and hugely
informative guide tells all. Even the most sceptical of readers will agree that secret societies
are more important than just passwords, secret handshakes and silly ceremonies. Often they
control business and politics. The book includes 150-200 entries, each detailing a secret
society. There is also an extensive bibliography and glossary included.

The discovery of a mysterious object in the U.S. Capitol building and a
subsequent kidnapping lead Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon into a web of
mysterious codes, secret locations, and hidden knowledge.
Its mysterious symbols and rituals had been used in secret for centuries before
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Freemasonry revealed itself in 1717. But where had this powerful organization
come from and why had Freemasonry been attacked by the Roman Catholic
Church? Robinson answers those questions and more.
Did you know? • Freemasonry's first American lodge included a young Benjamin
Franklin among its members. • The Knights Templar began as impoverished
warrior monks then evolved into bankers. • Groom Lake, Dreamland, Homey
Airport, Paradise Ranch, The Farm, Watertown Strip, Red Square, “The Box,”
are all names for Area 51. An indispensable guide, Cults, Conspiracies, and
Secret Societies connects the dots and sets the record straight on a host of
greedy gurus and murderous messiahs, crepuscular cabals and suspicious
coincidences. Some topics are familiar—the Kennedy assassinations, the
Bilderberg Group, the Illuminati, the People's Temple and Heaven's Gate—and
some surprising, like Oulipo, a select group of intellectuals who created wild
formulas for creating literary masterpieces, and the Chauffeurs, an eighteenthcentury society of French home invaders, who set fire to their victims' feet.
Startling allegations. Suppressed evidence. Missing witnesses. Assassinations.
Cover-ups and threats. Documented connections to even deeper intrigue.
Allusions to the New World Order. Coincidences? Too many to be mere
coincidence? American history is replete with warnings of hidden plots by the
Illuminati, the Freemasons, the Zionists, the Roman Catholics, the Communists,
World Bankers, the Secret Government, and Extra-Terrestrial Invaders, to name
a few. Separating fact from fiction, this compelling work provides gripping details
and presents the information without bias, including hundreds of individuals,
organizations, and events where official claims and standard explanations of
actions and events remain shrouded in mystery. Conspiracies and Secret
Societies: The Complete Dossier examines the most common subjects among
conspiracy theorists, from historical topics such as the true relationship between
Jesus and Mary Magdalene, the Roswell UFO crash, and the assassinations of
John F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr. to more current issues such as the
death of Princess Diana, FEMA’s response following hurricane Katrina, and the
recent earthquake and tsunami in Japan.
Provides a behind-the-scenes glimpse into the world's most notorious secret
societies, chronicling their origins, history, initiations, rituals, beliefs, activities,
secret signs, members, and influence.
Secret societies are becoming increasingly controversial—thrust into public
awareness by popular books, films, the Internet, and a host of recent
documentaries. In academia, this exposure finds a parallel in the proliferation of
research, institutes, and conferences. Yet the media depictions tend to be
caricatures, a playing to pervasive stereotypes for public consumption, while the
academic stress historical and philological matters. Indeed, to the extent a
sociological focus exists, it largely emphasizes the roles these groups played in
social history. And for the societies’ members themselves, there has been a
paucity of work on the contemporary meaning of these groups—a neglect made
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mystifying by the vast social changes that have taken place over the past
century. In this study, and for the first time by any scholar, Kenney moves beyond
history and applies the methods and theoretical tools of contemporary sociology
to study the lived world of freemasons in today’s society. To provide a clear
portrait of the patterned experiences of contemporary freemasons and the issues
faced by “the Craft” today, Kenney draws on qualitative data from three primary
sources: (1) extensive interviews with 121 contemporary freemasons in
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia; (2) video footage shot for a feature film on
contemporary freemasonry; and (3) his observations and experiences in nearly
fifteen years as a freemason. Brought to Light provides a highly original
contribution to sociology, Masonic scholarship, and the social sciences generally.
A cross-referenced guide to society's clandestine groups and covert
organizations includes information on such examples as Area 51, JFK
assassination conspiracy theorist groups, and the 9/11 Truth Movement while
offering insight into why such groups have garnered large-scale support and
participation. Original.
Yet again, Gardiner finds himself on a journey across the world to uncover the
ancient secrets of the worlds most powerful men.
Entering the world of conspiracy theories and secret societies is like stepping into
a distant, parallel universe where the laws of physics have completely changed:
black means white, up is down, and if you want to understand what’s really going
on, you need a good reference book. That’s where Conspiracy Theories &
Secret Societies For Dummies comes in. Whether you’re a skeptic or a true
believer, this fascinating guide, packed with the latest information, walks you
through some of the most infamous conspiracy theories — such as Area 51 and
the assassination of JFK — and introduces you to such mysterious organizations
as the Freemasons, the Ninjas, the Mafia, and Rosicrucians. This behind-thecurtain guide helps you separate fact from fiction and helps you the global impact
of these mysterious events and groups on our modern world. Discover how to:
Test a conspiracy theory Spot a sinister secret society Assess the Internet’s role
in fueling conspiracy theories Explore world domination schemes Evaluate 9/11
conspiracy theories Figure out who “they” are Grasp the model on which
conspiracy theories are built Figure out whether what “everybody knows” is true
Distinguish on assassination brotherhood from another Understand why there’s
no such thing as a “lone assassin” Why do hot dogs come in packages of ten,
while buns come in eight-packs? Everybody knows its a conspiracy, right? Find
out in Conspiracy Theories & Secret Societies For Dummies.
A surprisingly large number of English poets have either belonged to a secret
society, or been strongly influenced by its tenets. One of the best known
examples is Christopher Smart’s membership of the Freemasons, and the
resulting influence of Masonic doctrines on A Song to David. However, many
other poets have belonged to, or been influenced by not only the Freemasons,
but the Rosicrucians, Gormogons and Hell-Fire Clubs. First published in 1986,
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this study concentrates on five major examples: Smart, Burns, William Blake,
William Butler Yeats and Rudyard Kipling, as well as a number of other poets.
Marie Roberts questions why so many poets have been powerfully attracted to
the secret societies, and considers the effectiveness of poetry as a medium for
conveying secret emblems and ritual. She shows how some poets believed that
poetry would prove a hidden symbolic language in which to reveal great truths.
The beliefs of these poets are as diverse as their practice, and this book sheds
fascinating light on several major writers.
An exploration of the influence of secret societies on the formative documents
and symbols of the United States • Reveals the Founding Fathers’ spiritual
vision for America as encoded in the Great Seal • Traces the influence of the
Iroquois League of Nations upon the Constitution • Exposes the deep
connections the Founding Fathers had with the Freemasons and other secret
societies All children growing up in America learn who the Founding Fathers
were. Most, however, never learn of the founders’ connections to the
Freemasons, the Rosicrucians, and other esoteric orders. In Founding Fathers,
Secret Societies Robert Hieronimus investigates these important connections
and how their influence can be traced throughout our most significant national
documents and symbols, especially the Great Seal. He reveals in detail how the
reverse of the Great Seal--which appears on the back of the one-dollar bill--is a
blueprint that conveys the secret destiny of America. By understanding the
kabbalistic meaning of the Great Seal’s reverse, he shows how our current era
presents unique opportunities for the fulfillment of our Founding Fathers’ spiritual
vision.
A fascinating glimpse inside the mysterious world of freemasonry reveals the
fraternal organization's arcane symbols of life, death, and morality and their
philosophical meanings, capturing a wide array of ceremonial regalia,
manuscripts, tracing boards, ritual swords, prints, furniture, paintings, ephemera,
and architecture.
Secret SocietiesInside the Freemasons, the Yakuza, Skull and Bones, and the
World's Most Notorious Secret OrganizationsSkyhorse Publishing, Inc.
Nesta Websters Tour de force, looking into the Secret societies throughout the
ages, i.e. Illuminatti,Templars, Freemasonry and their effect on Society. A must
read,very relevant to understanding hidden history, completely referenced after
each chapter.
For centuries, humans have had a fascination with secret societies. Some
societies that are hundreds of years old - like the Illuminati and the Freemasons are still relevant today. Or, at least, they are thought to be. But why? After all this
time, why do people still care about things like that? Whatever it is, Inside Secret
Societies gets to the bottom of it. We're taking the oath to reveal some of the
more secretive of the secret societies, as well as some of the less secretive ones.
Packed with plenty of minutiae and little known facts, this will be popular addition
to those into manifestos.
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What Is Their Secret And What Are They Hiding? Step inside the secret world of
the Masons and discover: How such pivotal American documents as the
Declaration of Independence and the Bill of Rights reflect Masonic principles and
influence. How Freemasons became the world's oldest and largest fraternal
organization. If Freemasons rule the world--or want to. Why Masonic symbolism
appears on American currency. Why the opposition groups, from conspiracists to
the Catholic Church, fear Freemasons. Why Texas has been called "the Masonic
Republic." How to recognize Masonic rings, pins, and other symbols. From
George Washington to Dan Brown's The Da Vinci Code, the Freemasons have
influenced the United States in many surprising ways. With nearly half the world's
six million Freemasons--some twenty-five U.S. presidents and thirty-five
Supreme Court justices among them--America has felt the group's impact more
deeply and broadly than any other country. Using historical anecdotes and
incisive analysis, this timely and insightful portrait separates the myths
surrounding Freemasonry from the facts, offering a unique insider's view into
what American Freemasonry was, is, and will be tomorrow. H. Paul Jeffers has
published more than 50 works of fiction and nonfiction, including Freemasons:
Inside the World's Oldest Secret Society, biographies of presidents Theodore
Roosevelt and Grover Cleveland, New York mayor Fiorello LaGuardia, Diamond
Jim Brady, and others. He lives in Manhattan.
From the illustrious George Washington and the infamous J. Edgar Hoover to brilliant imaginer
Walt Disney and bad boy of baseball Ty Cobb, Freemasons have influenced every aspect of
American life. Yet this secret society remains as controversial and mysterious as ever. In this
book, you'll learn the truth about: The power and meaning behind the symbols, rites, and rituals
Alleged connections with Jack the Ripper, the KKK, and the Holy Grail Freemasons vs. the
Nazis The centuries-long rivalry with the Catholic Church Freemasonry's growing influence
here and abroad As the largest - and oldest - fraternal organization, the Freemasons will
continue to shape the world we live in for the foreseeable future. With this tell-all guide, you'll
unravel the mystery of this intriguing society - one secret at a time!
"Adam Parfrey is one of the nation's most provocative publishers."—Seattle Weekly "Secret
society historian Craig Heimbichner follows the Middle Path to wisdom. He works the
graveyard shift in the secret lodge."—Joan d'Arc, Paranoia magazine Secret societies—now a
staple of bestseller novels—are pictured as sinister cults that use hooded albinos to menace
truth-seekers. Some conspiracy books claim that fraternal orders are the work of serpentine
aliens and interbred humans who wish to supplant earth of its energy, and later, its very
existence. On the other side of the aisle, books by high-ranked Freemasons—skeptical in tone
but no less partisan in approach—protect their organization's public image by denying the
existence of its most contentious ideas. Ritual America reveals the biggest secret of them all:
that the influence of fraternal brotherhoods on this country is vast, fundamental, and hidden in
plain view. In the early twentieth century, as many as one-third of America belonged to a secret
society. And though fezzes and tiny car parades are almost a thing of the past, the Gnostic
beliefs of Masonic orders are now so much a part of the American mind that the surrounding
pomp and circumstance has become faintly unnecessary. The authors of Ritual America
contextualize hundreds of rare and many never-before printed images with entertaining and farreaching commentary, making an esoteric subject provocative, exciting, and approachable.
Adam Parfrey is the author of Cult Rapture: Revelations of the Apocalyptic Mind and It's a
Man's World: Men's Adventure Magazines, the Postwar Pulps. He is editor of the influential
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Apocalypse Culture series Love, Sex, Fear Death: The Inside Story of the Process Church of
the Final Judgment. Craig Heimbichner has recently appeared on a National Geographic
documentary about the Bohemian Grove, contributed to the Feral House compilation Secret
and Suppressed II, and wrote about the famous occult order the O.T.O. in Blood and Altar.
To some the name “secret society” conjures up an image of a shadowy and elite cabal
meeting behind smoke-filled rooms, discussing tactics of world domination and manipulation
straight out of the most far-fetched espionage thriller. To others, the image of secluded men
(and occasionally women!) banding together in exotic garb to perform colorful ceremonies and
impart hidden knowledge and fancy but incomprehensible titles upon one another springs to
mind. But just how far-fetched and fanciful is the prospect of a secret society? Could it be that
there walks among us, in any given echelon of the population, groups given to exercise
inordinate amounts of power and influence over the rest of us? Could these exotic membersonly clubs really pose such an immediate threat to our well-being that our very way of life is
endangered? Well, quite frankly the disturbing answer to those particular questions are yes
and yes. Right in our midst there absolutely exists clandestine organizations consisting of both
men and women who wield a dangerous amount of influence and power over the entire world
populace.In his book entitled “The World's Most Dangerous Secret Societies” author James
Jackson explores these dangerous secret organizations and its members; their beliefs, hidden
agenda and their ultimate goal of a New World Order and world domination. Here are a few of
some of the dangerous secret societies that will be thoroughly examined.• The Freemasons•
The Illuminati• Skull And Bones• The Bilderberg Group• Council on Foreign Relations• The
Trilateral Commission• The Society of Jesuits• The Committee of 300• The Knights
TemplarAnd Much Much More…..
Mysteries revealed … truths uncovered … and myths dispelled. What is the truth about the
Masons suggested in Dan Brown's The Da Vinci Code? Can Freemasonry really be dated
back as far as Babylon? Did they really coordinate the Boston Tea Party and the American
Revolution? What really goes on at a Mason lodge during an initiation? Here is the real story
behind the secret society that now boasts nearly five million members (and has included such
illustrious fellows as George Washington and Benjamin Franklin), as revealed by a Master
Mason. • Offers a highly illustrated field guide to Masonic jewelry and symbols • Includes
further reading, a glossary, a list of famous Freemasons and information on Freemasonry in
popular culture • Morris is a Master Mason
This “stupendous ethnography of female Freemasonry in Italy” reveals the fascinating paradox
of elitism and exclusion experienced by “female brothers” (Michael Herzfeld, author of Evicted
from Eternity). From its cryptic images on the dollar bill to Dan Brown’s The Lost Symbol, the
Freemasons have long been one of the most romanticized secret societies in the world. But a
simple fact escapes most depictions of this elite brotherhood: there are also female members.
In this groundbreaking ethnography, Lilith Mahmud takes readers inside Masonic lodges of
contemporary Italy, where she observes the ritualistic and fraternal bonds forged among
Freemason women. Offering a tantalizing look behind lodge doors, The Brotherhood of
Freemason Sisters unveils a complex culture of discretion in which Freemasons reveal some
truths and hide others. Female initiates—one of Freemasonry’s best-kept secrets—are often
upper class and highly educated, yet avowedly antifeminist. Their self-cultivation through the
Masonic path is an effort to embrace the deeply gendered ideals of fraternity. In this lively
investigation, Mahmud unravels the contradictions at the heart of Freemasonry: an
organization responsible for many of the egalitarian concepts of the Enlightenment and yet one
that has always been, and in Italy still remains, extremely exclusive. The result is not only a
thrilling look at a surprisingly influential world, but a reevaluation of the modern values we now
take for granted
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